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1. **Open your image and
create a new layer.** 2.
**Click with the Marquee tool,
and use the selection method
described in** **Figure**
**10-6** **.** Figure 10-6:
The selection method is the
easiest way to create a selection
for the image of the blue
banner. 3. **Activate the
Rectangle Selection tool, and
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then use the three options in the
options bar as outlined in
Figure** **10-7** **.** 4.
**Repeat Steps 1–3 for the
other colors in your image.**
Figure 10-7: Use the Rectangle
Selection tool with the three
options outlined in the options
bar. You can also use the Magic
Wand tool to select the areas of
your image. Figure 10-8
demonstrates using the Magic
Wand tool to find the blue
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background and black logo.
Figure 10-8: The Magic Wand
tool enables easier selection of
a large area. You can then use
the options bar to select similar
colors and align them. 5.
**Click the current selection
option on the left in the options
bar to select the color.** 6.
**Repeat Steps 2–5 for all the
different colors in your
image.** 7. **If the colors
align, your image should look
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like Figure** **10-9** **.**
You can repeat the steps to
create more shapes with all the
colors in the image. Figure
10-9: A selection for the blue
background and black logo.
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Using a computer mouse or
touchscreen, you can edit,
combine, crop, resize, and add
text to your images in
Photoshop Elements. You can
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also change photos, create
special effects, and add layers
to your images, along with
many other enhancements. In
this Photoshop Elements
tutorial, you’ll learn how to:
Import your images Resize,
crop, and convert images to
black and white Add text to
your images Merge two photos
into one Make photos look like
paintings PhotoToaster is
another great Photoshop
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Elements alternative that is
free, easy to use, and comes
with lots of features. A. Import
Images Photoshop Elements
provides two types of import:
Smart Object and Smart Layer.
Smart Objects are like layers
within layers. A Smart Object
is an image or a section of an
image. When you change
anything about the Smart
Object, the changes affect the
entire image or layer. A Smart
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Object can include any or all of
these features: Blur Color
Composition Crop Effects
Effect>Transform>Rotate
Effects>Glow Effects>Soft
Light Effects>Lighten/Darken
Effects>Vignette Effects>Edge
Detection
Effects>Blur>Gaussian Blur
Effects>Blur>Motion Blur
Effects>Contrast
Effects>Levels Effects>Tint
Effects>Smooth
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Effects>Emboss Effects>Text
Effects>Paintbrush
Effects>Fill Effects>Blur
Effects>Fog Effects>Toy Paint
Effects>Laplacian
Effects>Emboss
Effects>Distort Effects>Swirl
Effects>Tunnel Effects>Arrow
Effects>Paint Bucket
Effects>Gradient Map
Effects>Gradient Mesh
Effects>Masking>Soft Light
Effects>Defocus Effects>Warp
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Effects>Spherize Effects>Tile
Effects>Noise Effects>Invert
Effects>Texture Effects>Glare
Effects>Filter>Blur>Gaussian
Blur
Effects>Filter>Blur>Motion
Blur Effects>Filter>Blur>Wate
rcolor Bl a681f4349e
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* PSD File | * Instructions | *
Author | * Web | **Table of
Contents** | **Next Chapter**
--- | --- **Photoshop CS5 For
Dummies ®** | **Chapter 1**
| **_Getting Started_**
**Chapter 2** | **_Creating
New Documents_** **Chapter
3** | **_Image Editing_**
**Chapter 4** | **_Effects_**
**Chapter 5** | **_Resizing
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and Moving Images_**
**Chapter 6** | **_Working
with Filters and Layers_**
**Chapter 7** | **_Correcting
and Retouching Images_**
**Chapter 8** |
**_Compositing_** **Chapter
9** | **_Coloring and Color
Correction_** **Chapter 10**
| **_Creating Tiled Images_**
**Chapter 11** |
**_Improving Images with the
Liquify Filter_** **Chapter
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12** | **_Creating Vector
Graphics with Adobe
Illustrator_** **Chapter 13** |
**_Creating Graphic Elements
with Adobe Fireworks_**
**Chapter 14** | **_Producing
Animated Graphics with
Flash_** **Chapter 15** |
**_Using Adobe Photoshop
Elements_** **Chapter 16** |
**_Preparing RAW Files for
Photoshop_** **Chapter 17**
| **_Opening and Saving
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Files_** **Chapter 18** |
**_Finding More Fun with
Photoshop_** **Chapter 19**
| **_Using Specialty Tools_**
**Chapter 20** | **_Working
with Swatches, Layers, and
Images in the Browser_**
**Chapter 21** | **_Using
Web-Only Functions in
Photoshop_** **Chapter 22**
| **_Using the Web in
Photoshop_** **Chapter 23**
| **_Customizing
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What's New In?

Celebrity Games Family
BingoParty Time - a family-
friendly Bingo card game for
both 2 players and 4 players.
Set a bargain time with 3, 5 or
10 tickets prizes. Press the
'BONUS CARD' button to
produce a personalised board
with fixed cards and 9
randomly filled spaces.
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Complete your first card set for
4Bingo and move on to your
second card set for 2 players.
Bubble Jump Kids - Play
Bubble Jump on Facebook for
FREE! Bubble Jump is the best
exciting and endless bubble
game on mobile and on
Facebook! Bubble Jump is easy
and can be played on the
mobile anywhere anytime and
doesn't need internet. To
download the app for FREE, go
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to iTunes store or Google Play
Store. You will find the icon on
the menu bar on your iPhone,
iPod or iPad or on the start
menu on your computer! -
Enjoy free version with 60
levels.- Play through Facebook
using your account.- No in-app
purchases necessary!-
Download for iPhone, iPad and
iPod Touch.The Last Star The
Last Star is a 1934 American
science fiction film directed by
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James P. Hogan. Cast Gene
Ramsey as Bob Townsend Joan
Taylor as Helen Townsend
Russell Hopton as Captain
Bradley Eric Blore as Walter
Johnson Richard Lane as Vince
Valder John Elliott as Frank
Townsend James Cochran as
Freddy Cordell Hull as Wilcox,
Guest at Party Robert Warwick
as the Butler Ian Wolfe as
Harris References External
links Category:1934 films
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Category:1930s science fiction
films Category:American films
Category:American black-and-
white films Category:English-
language films Category:Films
directed by James Patrick
Hogan Category:Republic
Pictures films
Category:American science
fiction films/* * Copyright
2016 The Error Prone Authors.
* * Licensed under the Apache
License, Version 2.0 (the
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"License"); * you may not use
this file except in compliance
with the License. * You may
obtain a copy of the License at
* * * * Unless required by
applicable law or agreed to in
writing, software * distributed
under the License is distributed
on an "AS IS" BASIS, *
WITHOUT WARRANTIES
OR CONDITIONS OF ANY
KIND, either express or
implied
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System Requirements:

Medieval I is supported on:
Windows 7 and 8, Linux with
the Steam client and GOG
Galaxy. Medieval II: Total War
is supported on: Windows 10,
Windows 7, Windows 8,
Windows XP, Linux with the
Steam client, and GOG Galaxy.
Medieval II: Total War:
Kingdoms is supported on:
Windows 10, Windows 7,
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Windows 8, Linux with the
Steam client, and GOG Galaxy.
The Steam version of Medieval
I: Total War is not available on
Mac, only Linux. The game is
also not available on
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